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Dear Colleagues,

Firstly I want to thank the Board for their support throughout the year and I would like to thank Mary & Winton for such a
successful and enjoyable conference in Melbourne last September.  What a brilliant time we had with such in depth
lectures and even with such  smaller number of delegates than usual. In fact, I personally believe that it was better for the
smaller numbers. There was more time to interact and socialise with a great deal more people than usual

Once again my year has been mostly pastoral and I have been dealing with the Gothenburg chaplains through their
Lutheran Parish /Airport problems. With of course, maintaining regular support for Matts and family during his daughter’s
serious illness.  I am happy to report that Klara has been improving all the time, all be it slowly.

This past year has been extremely hectic and extremely stressful, for a number of personal reasons, culminating in a
close family member’s illness and a subsequent cancer operation. This has meant that my job as your President has
been rather difficult and sadly I haven’t been able to devote as much time to it, as in past years. So I have not been able
to use my last two weeks sabbatical, working in another country’s chaplaincy

I have, however, been in regular contact with Chester Cook and the Atlanta chaplaincy conference team, and as I quite
expected, Chester, being the consummate business man, had it all pretty well organised!  Accordingly I have also been in
regular phone contact with Wina Hordijk encouraging her with all the preparations for the 2014 Conference.

I did spend quite some time discussing the September Conference with a lady from Washington DC airport, who I first
thought was a chaplain, only to discover she was from the airport management. I thought I had managed to persuade her
of the benefits of sending the chaplains, but we shall see if they come this year or next?

This Conference we will be having a visiting Journalist, Scott Mayerowitz, the Airlines Reporter for ‘The Associated Press,
which is based in New York. Chester Cook, one of our Atlanta hosts, considers that AP is the biggest news source in the
US and apparently most of the other news outlets use AP for their original copy. I have spent a considerable amount of
time talking with Scot and who I hope, will be able to publicise the very best aspects of the IACAC, very possibly be
globally? One strand of the article I personally hope will be highlighted is the Multi Faith aspect of the IACAC.

The brief I set myself when I was elected as your president, was to promote the Multi- Faith aspect of our Association,
and which I have tried rigorously to do. However over the past four years of my time in office we have not seen any
increase in the number of non-Christians’ to our Conferences and I have not had any encouragement from members of
other Faiths, apart from our good friend Abdeslam Koubaa, the former Brussels Muslim chaplain, and Amrik Singh , the
Sikh chaplain at London Heathrow Airport.

I also wanted to work with the Board, to ensure that the annual conference was seen to be more than just a Chaplains’
social holiday, and to emphasise a more rigorous academic study, teaching type of Conference. I felt we needed to
continue moving away from emphasising the luxury hotels and glamorous Post Conference tours, for which we were
beginning to be criticised, and it will be for others to decide whether we have achieved this or not?

We are still looking for people to host a conference and have you considered that with the Board’s help you might be able
to offer to host in 2015 or 2016.

As I finish my term of office as your President I would like to thank my Board colleagues and all the members of IACAC
for their support and encouragement. It has been an unforgettable experience and I wish you, God’s Blessings, Shalom,
Asatri Akall. A Sallam Alaikoum, Namaste, Peace be with you, from Jonathan your President


